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BROTHERLY LOVE FOR HOME-GROWN CEREAL PROCESSING

For farming brothers, Ian and Graham Mitchell, of Lostwithiel, a visit
to the Kelvin Cave stand at the 2007 Cornwall Show has already paid
dividends.
Kelvin Cave Limited is the leading UK specialist in home grown feed
preservation and processing, and both brothers were keen to discover
how crimping and ensiling high moisture grain could benefit production on
their 520 acre farm.
Ian Mitchell explains: “Some of our neighbours have crimped their
grain for a number of years, but it wasn’t something we’d investigated.
We’ve always struggled, particularly in wet years, with grain at different
moistures and how best to store it, but with fuel prices forcing up drying
costs we knew we needed to do something different.”
Discussions with Ian Hall, of Kelvin Cave, convinced the brothers they
could improve the nutritional content and yield of their cereal crops
and make appreciable labour and energy savings too. Although their
contractor expressed initial concern at putting his combine into their

proteins are averaging 0.2 higher than last year. “We’re on a milk solids

wheat and triticale crops with a moisture content of around 35-40%,

contract, so every increase is a bonus”, says Ian.

simply opening the top sieves and removing the bottom ones proved
sufficient to ensure the combine went through both crops without a hitch.

Feeding crimped grain has enabled Ian and Graham to reduce the
amount of rape and soya they feed because of the greater rumen

“You have a much better weather window than you ever do with dry

availability of protein in grain harvested at this stage. They also find the

grain”, says Graham Mitchell.

young stock love the dust-free crimped grain.

The 300 tonnes of grain harvested this season were crimped by a local

Ian Mitchell concludes: “There is definitely more protein and energy

contractor and treated with Kelvin Cave’s Crimpstore 2000S, a proven,

availability in crimped grain and that shows in our milk. It’s been a

non-corrosive acid preservative that restricts fermentation of valuable

perfect time to change our methods as this year the cost of bought-in

sugar and starch and controls aerobic deterioration at feedout.

concentrates has gone through the roof”.

“Crimpstore is pleasant to work with, we like the fact it’s non-corrosive.

The brothers also intend to ensile this year’s crops using ClampFilm

There has been no wastage in the clamp at all. It’s done an excellent job”,

from Kelvin Cave. They have an inside pit and presently use molasses

says Ian Mitchell.

over the top to seal it and to keep the sheet in place, but concede that
although this has proved effective it is also very messy. ClampFilm will

The brothers milk a year-round calving herd of 230 Holstein Friesians

provide a clean, low cost alternative that ‘shrink-wraps’ the top of any

averaging 7300 litres. Since feeding crimped grain, butterfats and

ensiled feed, eliminating top and shoulder wastes.
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